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OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed April 23, 2015.  The administrative law

judge found that the respondents paid benefits at the

correct compensation rate.  The administrative law judge

found that the claimant’s healing period ended on

March 18, 2014.  The administrative law judge found that

the claimant was not entitled to surgery proposed by Dr.

McFarland.  

After reviewing the entire record de novo, the Full

Commission finds that the respondents paid benefits at

the correct compensation rate.  The Full Commission

finds that the claimant’s healing period ended no later
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than March 18, 2014 and that the claimant did not prove

he was entitled to additional temporary disability

benefits.  However, we find that the claimant proved he

was entitled to surgery as recommended by Dr. McFarland.

I.  HISTORY

The record indicates that Charles Randy Williams,

now age 57, became employed with the respondents on

March 11, 2013.  The claimant testified that he drove a

“lowboy” truck for the respondents and that his wages

were initially $16 per hour.  Mike Evans, the

respondent-employer’s facilities manager, testified that

the claimant was an hourly employee, and that the

claimant did not have an employment contract with the

respondents.  The claimant testified that he underwent a

performance evaluation on or about September 11, 2013

and that as a result his pay was increased to $18 per

hour.  The parties stipulated that an employee-employer-

carrier relationship existed on September 27, 2013.  The

respondents stipulated that the claimant’s rate of pay

on September 27, 2013 was $18 per hour.

The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained

“a compensable right eye injury” on September 27, 2013. 

The claimant testified that he struck a “bearing race”

with a hammer and “a piece of it sheared off and went

into my eye.”  The claimant treated at UAMS Medical
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Center on September 27, 2013: “transfer from St. Vincent

for metallic foreign body noted in the globe od after

hammering metal and having it embedded in the right eye. 

Patient reports significant decreased vision and eye

pain....Assessment: 55 yo M with open globe right eye

with seidel positive wound with metallic foreign body

embedded in the infero-temporal portion of the scleral

about 5mm away from the limbus od.”  The claimant

underwent surgery on September 27, 2013: “1.  Pars plana

vitrectomy.  2.  Endolaser air fluid exchange, right

eye.”  The post-operative diagnosis was “1.  Ruptured

globe, right eye.  2.  Possible retained intraocular

foreign body.”

Dr. Sami Uwaydat performed additional surgery on

October 3, 2013: “1.  Phacoemulsification.  2.  Pars

plana vitrectomy.  3.  Removal of large intraocular

foreign body through a corneal incision.  4.  Laser

photocoagulation.  5.  Air-fluid exchange.  6. 

Injection of C3f8.”  The post-operative diagnosis was

“1.  Intraocular foreign body, right eye.  2.  Nuclear

sclerosis, right eye.  3.  Giant retinal tear.”    

The claimant was eventually released to restricted

work as of February 19, 2014, “No lifting more than 20

lbs, sedentary office work, full time.”  The claimant

testified that he returned to work on February 24, 2014. 
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Mike Evans, the respondent-employer’s facilities

manager, testified that the claimant returned to work on

or about February 24, 2014.      

Dr. Jennifer C. Zierlein reported on March 14,

2014:

Mr. Charles Williams was seen in my office on
March 12, 2014 for a comprehensive eye
examination.  His chief complaint included
blurred vision as well as a visual field
defect in the right eye relating to an injury
suffered in September of 2013....His ocular
history included ischemic optic neuropathy of
the left eye in 2009, and the above mentioned
ocular injury to the right eye in September of
2013.  As a result of that injury, Mr.
Williams underwent multiple ocular surgeries
which included repair for a torn retina and
removal of his ocular lens....

In summary, Mr. Williams is aphakic in his
right eye and has a significant amount of
retinal scarring resulting from ocular trauma
and subsequent surgical repairs.  These scars
have resulted in a loss of part of his
superior and inferior visual fields of the
right eye.  Mr. Williams has optic atrophy of
his left eye as a result of an episode of
ischemic optic neuropathy he suffered in 2009
which resulted in a loss of his inferior
visual field in that eye.  Mr. Williams’ 
central fields of vision as well as his nasal
and temporal fields of vision are still
intact.  At this time it is still to be
determined whether or not an intraocular lens
implant will be an option for correcting his
vision.  I have recommended Mr. Williams
return here for further assessment once he has
had an opportunity to meet with his surgeon to
discuss his surgical options.  

Dr. Uwaydat stated on March 18, 2014, “Patient has

reached maximal visual improvement in the right eye.” 
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Dr. Uwaydat released the claimant to return to work on

March 18, 2014, “No restrictions except no driving of a

commercial vehicle.”  The parties stipulated that

“temporary total disability benefits were paid at a

compensation rate of $549.00/$412.00 through March 18,

2014[.]”      

A representative of the Federal Motor Carrier

Safety Administration informed the claimant on or about

May 12, 2014, “Your request for consideration for an

exemption from the vision requirements of 49 CFR

391.41(b)(10), received on April 11, 2014, is

denied....According to the information submitted with

your application, your vision deficiency occurred in

September 2013.  As you have no experience operating a

CMV since your vision deficiency occurred, we do not

view it as demonstrating the skills and experience

required for interstate driving.”  

The record indicates that the claimant’s employment

with the respondents was terminated on May 22, 2014. 

The claimant testified, “I was unable to be re-certified

for my CDL medical card....When [the respondent-

employer] couldn’t continue using me, they didn’t have a

position for me.”  The parties stipulated that the

claimant “drew unemployment benefits after his
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employment was terminated for which the respondents are

entitled to a credit.”  

Dr. Mike S. McFarland reported on May 30, 2014:

This patient was seen in our clinic on 5-19-
2014 for an evaluation of the right eye.  His
visual acuity for the right eye without
correction was very limited, count fingers at
3 feet.  With correction his vision was 20/25. 
At this point in time, the patient’s eyes are
significantly out of balance, which can
certainly create issues.

Other findings from this exam include corneal
scarring from the metal foreign body which was
surgically removed, aphakia (or absence of any
lens) and astigmatism of the right eye.  

I advised the patient that I could not
determine the visual outcome of the right eye
prior to surgery.  It was explained to the
patient that the bag in his eye would probably
hold an implant, but we are not 100% sure.  I
also explained to the patient that the
scarring from the foreign body left him with
significant astigmatism.

My plan for this patient is to implant a
secondary lens in the right eye.  I
recommended the Toric lens, as it will help
correct the patient’s astigmatism.  However,
I explained that I cannot be sure that his eye
would hold a Toric lens implant in place.  If
not, it could possibly support a standard lens
implant.  I also explained that this cannot be
determined until I actually begin the surgery.

If the patient undergoes surgery with a
traditional lens, I can also perform corneal
relaxing incisions at the time of cataract
surgery to help reduce his astigmatism.  

I explained to the patient that he will still
have to wear glasses or contacts following
surgery, but hopefully with less prescription. 
In addition, he may also require enhancement
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of the corneal relaxing incisions in the
future. 

   
Dr. Faramarz Hidaji performed a Medical Impairment

Exam on August 30, 2014 and estimated the claimant’s

whole-person impairment to be 68%.  Dr. Hidaji informed

the respondents’ attorney on November 19, 2014 that the

claimant had sustained a 74% impairment to the right

eye.  The respondents accepted a 74% permanent

anatomical impairment rating, and the parties stipulated

that “permanent partial disability benefits are

currently being paid.”        

Dr. Uwaydat reported on October 1, 2014:

Mr. Charles Williams sustained a trauma to his
right eye on September 28, 2013.  On that day
he underwent surgery to his right eye to
repair a corneoscleral laceration.  No foreign
body was found in the eye.  Repeat surgery on
10-3-2013 was done following a CT scan of the
head that revealed retained intraocular
foreign body in the right eye.  During the
surgery on 10-3-2013, a 4x2x2mm metallic
foreign body was found inside the eye and was
removed.  During the same surgery the natural
lens was removed and the patient was left
aphakic.  The patient is doing well after
surgery on his right eye.  On the last exam on
9-13-2014 the best corrected vision on the
right eye with a contact lens was 20/40.  The
eye has healed well.  Of note is that in the
left eye the patient has a history of a stroke
to the optic nerve in 2009 that resulted in a
restricted visual field.

The patient is now dependant on the contact
lens on his right eye in order to have useful
vision.  Surgery to implant an intraocular
lens in the right eye would significantly
decrease his dependance on the contact
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lens, even though the final visual acuity with
the intraocular lens in the right eye may not
be as good as with the contact lens that he is
wearing now.  His decreased dependance on the
contact lens in the right eye may also improve
his quality of life. 

   
A pre-hearing order was filed on November 21, 2014. 

The claimant’s contentions were, “The claimant seeks

payment of additional medical treatment as recommended

by Dr. McFarland.  The claimant also seeks permanent

partial disability benefits from February 24, 2014 to

May 22, 2014 at a compensation rate of ___, and

temporary total disability benefits from May 23, 2014 to

a date yet to be determined at a compensation rate of

$602.00.  The claimant also contends the correct

compensation rate is $602.00/$452.00 and he is entitled

to reimbursement for an underpayment of benefits.”  The

respondents contended that “the recommended surgery is

not reasonable and necessary based on the success rate.” 

The parties agreed to litigate the following

issues: “Compensation rate for temporary total

disability benefits and temporary partial disability

benefits; additional medical treatment; additional

temporary total disability benefits; temporary partial

disability benefits; end of healing period; attorney’s

fees; and lien.  All other issues are reserved.”
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A hearing was held on January 23, 2015.  The

claimant testified regarding his right eye, “As long as

I have a contact, I can have some vision.  The contact

is bothersome.  It worries me, feels like I have sand in

my eye all the time....As far as my right eye, I can see

you, but you’re blurry.  The contacts are not fitting

right or something....I go to blink sometimes, and

they’ll just pop out.  I can feel the stitches that he’s

left in my eye, and they scratch, and it feels like I’ve

got sand in my eye all the time.”      

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on

April 23, 2015.  The administrative law judge found that

the respondents “have paid benefits at the correct

compensation rate based on an average of the claimant’s

earnings in the weeks prior to the injury.”  The

administrative law judge found that the claimant’s

healing period ended on March 18, 2014 and that the

claimant was not entitled to additional indemnity

benefits.  The administrative law judge found that the

claimant did not prove surgery recommended by Dr.

McFarland was reasonably necessary.  

The claimant appeals to the Full Commission. 

II.  ADJUDICATION

A.  Weekly wages as basis for compensation

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-518(Repl. 2012) provides:
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(a)(1) Compensation shall be computed on the
average weekly wage earned by the employee
under the contract of hire in force at the
time of the accident and in no case shall be
computed on less than a full-time workweek in
the employment.
(2) Where the injured employee was working on
a piece basis, the average weekly wage shall
be determined by dividing the earnings of the
employee by the number of hours required to
earn the wages during the period not to exceed
fifty-two (52) weeks preceding the week in
which the accident occurred and by multiplying
this hourly wage by the number of hours in a
full-time workweek in the employment. 
(b) Overtime earnings are to be added to the
regular weekly wages and shall be computed by
dividing the overtime earnings by the number
of weeks worked by the employee in the same
employment under the contract of hire in force
at the time of the accident, not to exceed a
period of fifty-two (52) weeks preceding the
accident.  
(c) If, because of exceptional circumstances,
the average weekly wage cannot be fairly and
justly determined by the above formulas, the
commission may determine the average weekly
wage by a method that is just and fair to all
parties concerned.

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “1.  The Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim in which the employee-

employer-carrier relationship existed on September 27,

2013, at which time the claimant sustained a scheduled

injury at a compensation rate of $549.00/$412.00....2. 

The respondents have paid benefits at the correct

compensation rate based on an average of the claimant’s

earnings in the weeks prior to the injury.”  The Full

Commission affirms this finding.  
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As the Commission has noted, the claimant became

employed with the respondents on March 11, 2013.  The

claimant testified that his wages were initially $16 per

hour.  The claimant did not have an employment contract

with the respondents.  The claimant testified that his

pay was increased to $18 per hour on or about

September 11, 2013.  Mike Evans testified that the

claimant worked at least 40 hours per week.  The

claimant also worked various periods of overtime.  In

Lankford v. Crossland Const. Co., 2011 Ark. App. 416,

the Court of Appeals affirmed the Commission’s

calculation of average weekly wage.  The Commission in

Lankford took the claimant’s total pay for 51 weeks

leading up to the 2007 compensable injury and divided

the claimant’s total pay by 51.  The Court held in

Lankford that the Commission’s decision was not contrary

to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-518(Repl. 2012).

Like Lankford, in the present matter, the

respondents averaged the claimant’s earnings in the

weeks leading up to the September 27, 2013 compensable

injury.  The claimant contends that the Commission

should rely on Cracker Barrel v. Lassiter, 87 Ark. App.

286, 190 S.W.3d 911 (2004).  In Cracker Barrel, the

Court affirmed the Commission’s calculation of a $10.04

hourly wage, noting that the claimant “was working
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numerous hours at this wage.”  The facts in Cracker

Barrel are distinguishable in the present matter,

because the claimant did not work “numerous hours” at

his new wage of $18 per hour effective approximately

September 11, 2013.  The compensable injury in the

present matter took place on September 27, 2013.  The

Full Commission affirms the administrative law judge’s

calculation of the claimant’s average weekly wage based

on all of the weeks leading up to the September 27, 2013

compensable injury.

B.  Temporary Disability

The claimant sustained a compensable scheduled

injury on September 27, 2013.  See Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

521(14)(Repl. 2012).  For scheduled permanent injuries

the injured employee is to receive compensation for

temporary total or temporary partial disability during

the healing period or until the employee returns to

work, whichever occurs first.  Wheeler Constr. Co. v.

Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d 822 (2001).  The

healing period is that period for healing of the injury

which continues until the employee is as far restored as

the permanent character of the injury will permit.  Nix

v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457

(1994).  Whether an employee’s healing period has ended

is a question of fact for the Commission.  Ketcher
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Roofing Co. v. Johnson, 50 Ark. App. 63, 901 S.W.2d 25

(1995).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “3.  The claimant’s healing period ended

March 18, 2014 when he was released to return to work. 

The claimant is not entitled to additional indemnity

benefits.”  The Full Commission affirms this finding. 

The claimant sustained a compensable scheduled injury on

September 27, 2013.  The claimant subsequently underwent

two surgeries, and he was released to restricted work as

of February 19, 2014.  The claimant testified that he

returned to work on February 24, 2014.  Dr. Uwaydat, a

treating surgeon, opined on March 18, 2014, “Patient has

reached maximal visual improvement in the right eye.”  

The Commission has the authority to accept or reject a

medical opinion and to determine its probative value. 

Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84

S.W.3d 878 (2002).  In the present matter, the Full

Commission finds that Dr. Uwaydat’s opinion is

corroborated by the record and is entitled to

significant probative weight.  We find that the claimant

reached the end of the healing period for his

compensable injury no later than March 18, 2014. 

Therefore, the claimant did not prove he was entitled to
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temporary total or temporary partial disability benefits

after March 18, 2014.  See Wheeler Constr. Co., supra.

C.  Medical Treatment

The employer shall promptly provide for an injured

employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a)(Repl. 2012).  The

employee has the burden of proving by a preponderance of

the evidence that medical treatment is reasonably

necessary.  Stone v. Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App.

260, 209 S.W.3d 445 (2005).  Preponderance of the

evidence means the evidence having greater weight or

convincing force.  Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher

Oil Co., 81 Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).  What

constitutes reasonably necessary medical treatment is a

question of fact for the Commission.  Wright Contracting

Co. v. Randall, 12 Ark. App. 358, 676 S.W.2d 750 (1984).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “4.  The claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that the surgery proposed

by Dr. McFarland is reasonable and necessary due to the

uncertainty that the claimant is a good candidate for

the procedure.”  The Full Commission reverses this

finding.  The claimant sustained a compensable right eye

injury on September 27, 2013 and thereafter underwent
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two surgeries.  Dr. Uwaydat opined on March 18, 2014

that the claimant had “reached maximal visual

improvement in the right eye.”  The claimant testified

that as a result of his compensable injury and surgeries

he had been fitted with contacts which were

“bothersome.”  The claimant compared the sensation to

“having sand in my eye all the time.”      

Dr. Mike McFarland examined the claimant on May 30,

2014 and recommended an additional surgical procedure to

the claimant’s right eye.  Dr. McFarland advised that he

would either implant a Toric lens or standard lens at

surgery.  Dr. McFarland stated that this procedure would

“help reduce his astigmatism.”  Dr. Uwaydat opined on

October 1, 2014 that surgery recommended by Dr.

McFarland would “significantly decrease” the claimant’s

dependence on the contact lens.  It is within the

Commission’s province to weigh all of the medical

evidence and to determine what is most credible. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. v. Baker, 337 Ark. 94, 989

S.W.2d 151 (1999).  In the present matter, the Full

Commission finds that Dr. McFarland’s opinion and Dr.

Uwaydat’s opinion are credible and are entitled to

significant evidentiary weight.  Both treating

physicians have opined that the claimant would benefit

from the procedure recommended by Dr. McFarland.
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We recognize our determination that the claimant

reached the end of his healing period for the

compensable injury no later than March 18, 2014. 

Nevertheless, it is well settled that a claimant may be

entitled to ongoing medical treatment after the healing

period has ended, if the medical treatment is geared

toward management of the claimant’s injury.  Patchell v.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184 S.W.3d 31

(2004).  The Full Commission finds in the present matter

that surgery proposed by Dr. McFarland is reasonably

necessary and is geared toward management of the

claimant’s compensable injury.

Based on our de novo review of the entire record

currently before us, the Full Commission finds that the

respondents paid benefits at the correct compensation

rate in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-518(Repl.

2012).  The Full Commission finds that the claimant’s

healing period ended no later than March 18, 2014 and

that the claimant did not prove he was entitled to

additional temporary disability benefits.  However, we

find that the claimant proved additional surgery as

recommended by Dr. McFarland on May 30, 2014 was

reasonably necessary in connection with the compensable

injury.  For prevailing in part on appeal, the

claimant’s attorney is entitled to a fee of five hundred
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dollars ($500), pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

715(b)(Repl. 2012).   

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                               
SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

Commissioner McKinney concurs in part and dissents in
part.

CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION

I must respectfully dissent in part from and

concur in part with the Majority opinion.  Specifically,

I concur in the findings that the respondents paid

benefits at the correct compensation rate; that the

claimant’s healing period ended no later than March 18,

2014; and that the claimant did not prove that he was

entitled to additional temporary total disability

benefits.  However, I dissent from the finding that the

claimant proved he is entitled to surgery as recommended

by Dr. McFarland.  

The medical records reveal that the requested

surgery would not improve the claimant’s condition.  Dr.

Uwaydat opined that an intra-ocular lens transplant

would not give the claimant as good of vision as he

currently has using contacts. In this regard, Dr.
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Uwaydat stated in his June 24, 2014 report, “vision with

sulcus IOL may not be as clear as vision with CL.” 

Moreover, Dr. Uwaydat opined that the claimant was not a

good candidate for the Toric lens. Likewise, Dr.

McFarland stated in his May 19, 2014 report that he

"could not determine the visual outcome of the right eye

prior to surgery."  Even though Dr. Uwaydat

unequivocally stated that the claimant was not a good

candidate for the Toric lens, Dr. McFarland wants to

proceed with an implantation of this type of lens even

though he acknowledged in his May 30, 2014 report that

he could not be sure that the claimant’s eye would

accommodate or "hold a Toric lens in place. If not it

could possibly support a standard lens."  Nevertheless,

Dr. McFarland recommended proceeding with implantation

surgery and making the determination as to which type of

lens to use during surgery.  

Based upon the medical evidence in the record,

I cannot find that the claimant has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that the proposed surgery

is reasonable and necessary medical treatment.  Dr.

McFarland was not even sure that the claimant’s eye

would support any type of intra-ocular lens, but he

wanted to go ahead with surgery anyway.  Furthermore,

the evidence clearly indicates that even with the
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surgery, the claimant’s vision would not be as good as

he currently has using contacts.  The medical evidence

even reveals that the recommended surgery would decrease

the claimant’s visual acuity.  As such, there is no

indication that the recommended surgery would result in

the claimant returning to work as a commercial driver.

Accordingly, I must respectfully dissent from

the majority opinion finding that the an intra-ocular

transplant is reasonable and necessary medical

treatment.

KAREN H. MCKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood concurs in part and dissents in part.

CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I concur in part with and dissent in part from the

majority opinion. I agree that the claimant is entitled

to the surgery recommended by Dr. McFarland. However, I

disagree on the issues of the average weekly wage

calculation and temporary total disability. I find that

the average weekly wage in this claim should be based

upon the claimant’s hourly wage at the time of the

injury, eighteen dollars ($18.00) per hour. I find that
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the claimant’s healing period has not yet ended, and he

is entitled to temporary total disability benefits from

the date of his termination to a date yet to be

determined.

AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE

Compensation is based upon the average weekly

wage of the claimant, according to Ark. Code Ann. Sec.

11-9-518:

(a) (1) Compensation shall be computed on the
average weekly wage earned by the employee
under the contract of hire in force at the
time of the accident and in no case shall be
computed on less than a full-time workweek in
the employment.
...

(b) Overtime earnings are to be added to the
regular weekly wages and shall be computed by
dividing the overtime earnings by the number
of weeks worked by the employee in the same
employment under the contract of hire in force
at the time of the accident, not to exceed a
period of fifty-two (52) weeks preceding the
accident.

© If, because of exceptional circumstances,
the average weekly wage cannot be fairly and
justly determined by the above formulas, the
commission may determine the average weekly
wage by a method that is just and fair to all
parties concerned.

Wages are defined in Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-

102(19) as “the money rate at which the service rendered

is recompensed under the contract of hiring in force at

the time of the accident...”
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The claimant’s argument is simple. The statute

requires that the claimant’s wages were the rate at

which he was compensated under the contract of hire at

the time of the accident, which was $18.00 per hour. The

average weekly wage is calculated based upon the wage

under the contract of hire in force at the time of the

accident, which was $18.00 per hour. It is neither fair

nor just to deviate from that method, as the majority

has done, by using the wages earned in the prior fifty

two weeks, which dilutes the claimant’s average weekly

wage and ignores the agreement by the employer to pay

the claimant $18.00 per hour for the work he performs on

and after September 19, 2013.

The majority has relied upon Lankford v.

Crossland Construction Co., 2011 Ark. App. 416, for the

proposition that the claimant’s average weekly wage

should be based upon the prior 52 weeks of earnings,

without taking into account the fact that the claimant

received a raise on September 19, 2013 to $18.00. The

majority determined that Cracker Barrel v. Lassiter, 190

S.W.3d 911 (Ark. App. 2004), in which the average weekly

wage was calculated using only the wage earned after a

raise, was distinguishable from the current claim, and

that Lankford was more applicable. This result is error. 
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First, the majority misunderstands the

Lankford and Cracker Barrel cases. In Cracker Barrel,

supra, the Court of Appeals affirmed the Full

Commission’s opinion, which calculated the claimant’s

average weekly wage upon the hourly wage she was earning

as of eight days prior to her injury, instead of

including the lesser hourly wages she earned prior to

the date of that raise. In Lankford, supra, the Court of

Appeals affirmed the Full Commission’s opinion, which

calculated the claimant’s average weekly wage upon the

hourly wage he was earning for the fifty-two weeks prior

to the injury, instead of upon the higher hourly wages

he earned as of a pay raise more than eight and one-half

months prior to the injury. 

Many facts were practically identical in

Cracker Barrel and Lankford. There were stipulations

that the employee-employer relationship existed. The

claimants both received pay increases in the year

preceding the injuries. Neither had a written contract.

Neither had a guarantee of forty hours of work in a

week. Both earned overtime pay. Both often worked forty

or more hours per week. 

The distinguishing factors are few. The

Cracker Barrel claimant received her hourly wage

increase eight days prior to her injury, while the
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Lankford claimant worked more than eight months at his

higher wage prior to his injury. The Cracker Barrel

claimant worked 31% of her time at her old wages in the

twelve days after her raise, and after that, apparently,

she worked at the higher wage. The Lankford claimant was

only paid at the higher wage after his raise. 

The most important distinguishing factor is

that in Cracker Barrel, the claimant meticulously formed

an argument as to why the higher wage was the

appropriate measure. She noted that Ark. Code Ann. Sec.

11-9-518(a)(1) requires that the average weekly wage be

based upon the contract in force at the time of the

accident, and that the definition of employee under Ark.

Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-102(9)(A) is “any person in the

service of an employer under any contract of hire...,

written or oral, expressed or implied...” She referenced

Wood Mercantile v. Cole, 213 Ark. 68, 209 S.W.2d 290

(1948) in support of her argument that the unwritten

agreement for the claimant to perform services for the

employer in exchange for a stated wage rose to the level

of an oral or implied contract. She referenced Gill v

Ozark Forest Products, 255 Ark. 951, 504 S.W.2d 357

(1974) for the principle that even though the claimant

was not guaranteed forty hours of work each week and did

not always work forty hours of work, the statute
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requires a full time work week to be used as a basis for

computing the average weekly wage.

On the contrary, the claimant in Lankford made

no argument concerning the average weekly wage

calculation before the Commission and made a brief

argument based only upon fairness, without reference to

any legal support or any vigorous analysis.

When one considers that the facts in Lankford

are far more compelling than those in Cracker Barrel for

a determination that the appropriate hourly wage to

apply is the post-raise amount, it is clear that the

basis for the Lankford decision was in fact the

claimant’s failure to assert any legal grounds for his

position. 

The Cracker Barrel case instructs that it was

reasonable to base the calculation of the average weekly

wage upon the hourly wage at the time of the injury,

under the contract of hire, whether that contract is

oral, written, expressed or implied. The case further

instructs that the absence of a guarantee of forty hours

per week does not mean there was no contract of hire for

full-time employment, an argument rejected by the Court

of Appeals. 

The facts in the current claim present

stronger evidence that the appropriate hourly wage for
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the calculation of the average weekly wage is $18.00

than those in Cracker Barrel. The claimant was hired in

March 2013 at an hourly wage of $16.00 per hour. He

received a pay raise to $18.00 effective on

September 19, 2013. He was injured on September 27,

2013. The parties stipulated to an employee-employer

relationship and was paid a wage for work performed for

more than two years. These facts are practically

identical to Cracker Barrel, which the claimant was

injured eight days after a pay raise.

According to his pay stubs, the claimant

earned $16.00 per hour for forty hours per week from

March 8, 2013 until September 13, 2013. He also earned

$24.00 per hour for overtime during that period. There

was only one pay period in which the claimant did not

earn overtime pay, due to a holiday. 

The pay period from September 14 to 27, 2014,

the claimant was paid $18.00 per hour, for two forty-

hour weeks, as well as $27.00 per hour in overtime pay.

The parties stipulated that on September 27, 2013, the

claimant was earning $18.00 per hour. The claimant was

off work beginning September 27, 2013 due to his injury.

He returned to work light duty, and his pay stub

reflects that he was paid $18.00 per hour for forty

hours work in the week of February 21 to 28, 2014, as
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well as $27 per hour in overtime. In the following

weeks, his hourly wage remained $18.00 through the pay

period ending May 23, 2014. He was terminated due to his

inability to obtain a commercial driver’s license as a

result of his eye injury.

In Cracker Barrel, the claimant was paid at

her new wage for most, but not all, of the 109.78 hours

she worked in the twelve days after her promotion to

shift lead, and after that she was paid at the higher

rate. In the current claim, after the pay raise, the

claimant was paid at his new wage for every regular hour

he worked, through May 2014, including the eighty hours

of work prior to his injury, and he was paid a new

higher overtime wage for every overtime hour he worked.

The only other distinguishing factor between

the Cracker Barrel facts and the current facts is that

the majority here has stated the claimant had no

employment contract with the employer, while the Court

of Appeals found that the claimant had a contract of

hire in Cracker Barrel. The facts of this claim show

that the majority is in error on this point as well.

There is no written contract outlining the terms of

employment in a formulaic way. However, the parties

stipulated to the relationship of employer-employee, and

employee is defined, for the purposes of the Act, as
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“... any person, ... employed in the service of an

employer under any contract of hire or apprenticeship,

written or oral, expressed or implied...” Ark. Code Ann.

Sec. 11-9-102(9)(A). This should be sufficient to

establish the existence of a contract of hire.

Further evidence of the contract of hire is

the testimony of the employer’s witness, who implemented

human resources policies and procedures for the company.

He stated that the claimant was an “hourly employee,”

and that when he was “hired,” he was told he would be

eligible for a raise in six months time. In fact, the

claimant received a “substantial” increase in pay at

that interval, according to the witness. In regard to

the work week, the witness stated that “there’s an

expectation of 40 hours a week and as long as you’re

working for us, you’re going to generally get - nobody’s

going to get less than 40.” Even so, the witness denied

that an employment contract existed.

In Sharp County Sheriff's Dept. v. Ozark Acres

Improvement District, 75 Ark. App. 250, 57 S.W.3d 764

(2001), the Court of Appeals discussed the contract of

hire in the workers’ compensation setting. This was a

special employer case, in which an employee of an

improvement district became a county sheriff’s deputy

and was injured in the performance of those duties. The
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court found that an express contract was not created

through an interview process between the claimant

seeking to become a deputy and the county sheriff. The

court found that there was not an implied contract for

hire, even though the claimant sought the commission as

a deputy because of the authority and the increase in

pay (from the improvement district) such a designation

would provide him, and even though the county approved

the commission, because it would receive the benefit of

his back-up services as a deputy. However, the county

did not pay the claimant any amount of salary. Because

the county did not pay the claimant for his services,

“there was never a contract for hire, either express or

implied.” The court relied upon a Tennessee case with an

identical definition of “employee.” In Hill v. King, 663

S.W.2d 435 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1983), the court held that in

order to be considered an employee for purposes of

workers' compensation law, there must be an express or

implied agreement for the alleged employer to remunerate

the alleged employee for his services on behalf of the

alleged employer.

The testimony of both the claimant and the

respondent’s witness, as well as the pay stubs, show

that the claimant had a relationship with the employer

to work in exchange for $16.00 per hour, prior to
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September 19, 2013, and for $18.00 per hour after that

date. The respondent’s witness stated that employees

would work forty hours per week. The pay stubs also show

that the employer withheld state and federal income

taxes and a 401k contribution from his paychecks. This

was a contract for hire, even though there was no

document memorializing that fact. The assertion that

there was no contract flies in the face of the facts

here. 

The appropriate manner of calculating the

average weekly wage here is to take the hourly wage at

the time of the accident, $18.00 per hour, and to

multiply that wage by forty hours, which he regularly

worked. Then his overtime hours are to be calculated

under Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-518(b). The statute is

clear on the issue, and we are bound to strictly

construe it. Ark. Code Ann. Sec. 11-9-704(c)(3). Any

other calculation is neither just nor fair, nor

supported by the Act or the case law, and serves only to

offer a boon to the respondents and a release from the

obligation the employer made to pay the claimant $18.00

per hour for work performed from September 19, 2013

forward.
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HEALING PERIOD

Temporary total disability is that period

within the healing period in which the employee suffers

a total incapacity to earn wages. Ark. State Highway

Dep't v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244,  613 S.W.2d 392

(1981). The healing period is "that period for healing

of an injury resulting from an accident." Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-102(12). The healing period ends when the

employee is as far restored as the permanent nature of

his injury will permit, and if the underlying condition

causing the disability has become stable and if nothing

in the way of treatment will improve that condition, the

healing period has ended. Searcy Indus. Laundry, Inc. v.

Ferren, 92 Ark. App. 65, 211 S.W.3d 11 (2005).

On September 27, 2013, the claimant’s eye was

damaged when a piece of metal flew into it. He underwent

surgery on that date, and again on October 1, 2013. The

natural lens of his eye was damaged in the accident and

was surgically removed. In January 2013, he was fitted

with a contact lens but still required reading glasses.

He was released to work on March 18, 2014 with no

restrictions except that he could not drive a commercial

vehicle. He continued to see his physicians after that

date. On October 1, 2014, Dr. Uwaydat stated that the

claimant had reached “maximum visual improvement.” He
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had a 74% permanent anatomical impairment rating to his

eye. The claimant was terminated on May 22, 2014, when

it was determined that the claimant could not obtain a

waiver to recertify his commercial driver’s license. 

The claimant stated that he could feel the

stitches in his eye and that they scratched and felt as

if he had sand in his eye. His contact lens did not stay

in his eye, and it popped out often. The claimant’s

physicians recommended the replacement of his missing

natural lens with an artificial one, which would

“significantly decrease his dependence on contact lens”

by improving his vision, and hopefully improve his

quality of life. If his vision improved enough, he could

return to commercial driving.

The evidence is clear that Dr. Uwaydat did not

state that the claimant’s eye was as healed as it could

be until October 1, 2014. In March 2014, the claimant

was released to return to work, but not released from

treatment. Therefore, the majority’s finding that the

healing period ended in March 2014 is error. At a

minimum, the earliest date of maximum medical

improvement would be October 1, 2014. However, on that

date, Dr. Uwaydat also recommended the lens implant,

which would replace the missing lens and improve the

claimant’s vision. Therefore, Dr. Uwaydat’s statement
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that the claimant had reached maximum visual improvement

can only be construed to mean that he had reached the

maximum improvement to be had without the surgical

replacement of his lens, which is not a statement that

the claimant is as improved as he can be.

Since Dr. Uwaydat’s report, the claimant’s

condition has actually worsened, as he cannot keep the

corrective contact lens in his eye. 

The improvement of the claimant’s vision by

the replacement of a missing structure in his eye is

medical improvement. In October 2014, there was still

treatment available to restore the claimant. The

claimant’s condition on October 1 was not permanent,

because there was treatment left to improve his vision,

replace a missing structure in his eye, and to improve

the discomfort he experienced with the use of the

corrective contact lens. The claimant’s underlying

condition was not stable, because there was room to

improve it and because he experienced increasing

problems with the use of his corrective contact lens.

His condition could be improved with the implantation of

a lens, and even if the lens was discovered to be not

suitable during surgery, a different surgical technique

could be employed to improve the claimant’s vision at

that time. Therefore, under  Ark. Code Ann. §
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11-9-102(12) and the prevailing case law, the claimant

has not reached maximum medical improvement, and he will

not, until after the surgery has been performed.

The claimant was terminated on May 22, 2014,

as a direct result of the injury and has not been able

to return to work. There is medical treatment

outstanding which can improve his vision, reduce his

dependence upon a problematic contact lens and perhaps

even get him back to commercial driving, meaning he

remains in his healing period. He is entitled to

temporary total disability benefits from May 22, 2014 to

a date yet to be determined.

I agree with the award of medical treatment,

but I vigorously disagree with the majority’s average

weekly wage and healing period calculations, and with

the denial of appropriate temporary total disability

benefits.

For the foregoing reasons, I concur in part

with and dissent in part from the majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


